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Background
● Carbon footprint of data centers are a concern at
~1% of all electricity use and projected to grow to
2-3% by 2030 [1, 2]
● Over 40% of total energy consumption of data
centers is consumed by its servers (i.e physical
machines)
● Data center servers typically run at less than 50%
CPU utilisation on average (often range as low as 15
to 40% on average)
● Overall energy consumption of cloud data centers
can be minimised by optimising server resource
allocation and utilization, so that less machines are
active in a cloud data center
● Two-level resource allocation is required for the
increasingly
popular
two-level
virtualization
approach
combining
cloud
container
OS
virtualization with virtual machines (VM) to deploy
applications on shared datacenter physical
machines (PM)

Problem

Given:
• A large batch of containers, each deploying a cloud
task or application deﬁned by their CPU and
memory requirements, to be initially allocated
resources in the cloud
• A set of ﬁxed VM types each deﬁned by CPU and
memory capacity
• Homogenous PMs in the cloud
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Results

Method
We propose a hybrid Grouping Genetic Algorithm (GGA) [4] with a
new crossover operator and mutation operators enhanced with
problem speciﬁc heuristics.
● Fixed Length crossover (FLX): We introduce a new crossover
operator to promote diversity in the population and exploration of
the search space

● FLXGGA-BF/LV is the preferred algorithm for large
test cases of 1000 containers or more.

● Convergence curves above illustrate how proposed
GGA are able to escape local optima where GGA
framework can not

● UnpackBF mutation: unpack a PM chosen by roulette wheel with
increased probability when PM utilization is poor, and rearrange it’s
containers using Best Fit(BF) VM/PM heuristics
● MergeLV mutation: 2 smallest VMs in a PM are merged or replaced
with the largest VM to ﬁt (LV heuristic)

● FLXGGA-BF/LV algorithm with Large VM heuristic
is effective in ﬁnding solutions using signiﬁcantly
fewer VMs. This amounts to less wasted resources
on VM overhead and better energy consumption.

Summary

Experiment and Results
Compared proposed algorithms with benchmark GGA framework [3]:
● FLXGGA is a GGA with proposed ﬁxed-length crossover, while
FLXGGA-BF/LV has additional Best Fit and Large VM heuristics to
improve performance for large scale problems
● Had 8 test cases of differently sized problems, 40 runs of each
algorithm, and all algorithms used the same GA settings
The following table compares the resulting mean energy consumption
in (Kwh) and standard deviation:
● Proposed algorithms outperformed GGA framework [3] with
signiﬁcantly lower energy consumption in 5 out of 8 test instances
[3]

Proposed FLXGGA and FLXGGA-BFLV algorithm
demonstrate improved exploratory as well as
exploitative capabilities than our baseline GGA
framework, and either of them was able to ﬁnd
solutions with signiﬁcantly better energy
consumption in 5 out of 8 test cases, including
large-scale test instances.
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